Online Platform for Interactive Tutorials: Authentication and Authorization
The development of human life relates mostly to the learning process that someone prepared. Each person takes different learning approaches to acquire new knowledge based on their needs. In a traditional class, teachers are typically responsible for providing knowledge to a group of students. This approach sometimes limits the learning process of students by relying on teachers to gain new knowledge.

A different learning approach has emerged for students by employing a virtual laboratory that is accessible from a web browser. Such an approach is beneficial for computer science students in running various experiments. They do not need to set up each experiment on their local machine as teachers implement each lab running in a data center. Furthermore, the recent development of cloud computing allows new possibilities to implement virtual laboratories in a public cloud infrastructure.

In this thesis, we developed an online learning platform that enables teachers and students to interact with virtual labs in a public cloud infrastructure. We implemented a web server using the Django web framework to handle users’ interactions with the learning platform. The web server consists of two services that provide authentication and authorization to the online learning platform, including a user service and a course service.

In the current implementation, the user service supports the learning platform to authenticate users using two schemes, either through Django built-in authentication or OpenID Connect. On the other hand, the course service provides the learning platform with system authentication and authorization, primarily in accommodating teacher privileges. Users with teacher privileges can register multiple courses and update the contents of each course that is registered under their identity.
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# Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Discretionary Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>Infrastructure as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Mandatory Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaaS</td>
<td>Platform as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBAC</td>
<td>Role-based Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>Representational State Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaaS</td>
<td>Software as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>Secure Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Monitor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Learning is an essential part of human life development. In a traditional class, sharing of knowledge typically occurred in one way, primarily from teachers to a group of students. Students tend to feel that they learn more by only taking a passive role in this learning process [13]. A study from Deslauriers et al. [13] shows contrary evidence that students learned more when taking an active role in a so-called active learning classroom. A class with active learning encourages students to produce appropriate solutions for real-like problems [6]. Such a learning method is beneficial for students in science, as it positively supports their conceptual development through participation in different experimental activities [6]. In computer science, for instance, students in active learning courses gained better technical skills than those that were not [37].

During the implementation of active learning in a course, teachers usually need to provide students with guidance to help them run a personal experiment. For some courses that do not require frequent updates for the experimental content, the active learning activity demands less pre-class preparation time for teachers than the traditional class setup [37]. Unfortunately, this is not always the case for courses in computer science. In fact, the field of computer science has a variety of study topics with different rates of technology updates. As a result, it requires more time for teachers to prepare guidance for each study topic. Moreover, students need to set up different supporting tools in their machines for each experiment. In most cases, it is difficult for higher education institutions to provide experiments that are up-to-date if not supported by an adequate environment [21, 47].

A new approach has emerged to provide students in computer science with such a new learning environment. This approach employs a virtual laboratory that is accessible from a web browser. Teachers provide a virtual laboratory that run in a data center instead of on the local machine of stu-
dents. A web-based learning platform allows students to interact with each lab with more flexibility, even by using mobile devices [26]. Several studies define such a learning environment as interactive labs [39]. Moreover, the emergence of cloud computing brings new possibilities to realize interactive labs. Specifically, they allow teachers to provide different types of virtual laboratories with limited setup time. The deployment of interactive labs at such infrastructure is indicated as cloud-based interactive labs.

1.1 Research topic and goals

The deployment of interactive labs leverages the cloud infrastructure. Therefore both teachers and students require an interface to interact with virtual laboratories. For this purpose, some research suggests that online learning employs different underlying technologies in the cloud. For instance, research conducted by Kabiri et al. [27] proposes a cloud-based virtual laboratory based on IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) service model at the private cloud. Despite the benefit of sharing multiple labs in a shared pool of computing resources, this solution lacks scalability when the number of student access exceeds the computing resource. Teachers need multiple high-end servers and network devices to handle a large number of students, which is not efficient in terms of maintenance cost. Consequently, other solutions need to take into account to provide a more feasible environment.

Another study proposes a different implementation of interactive labs through PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service) service models in a public cloud provider [14]. As opposed to the implementation in a private cloud, this solution relieves teachers from any maintenance of IT infrastructure when the number of requests from students demands more computing resources. This study shows the feasibility of implementing interactive labs in a public cloud service. However, less research has considered security aspects related to the implementation of interactive labs in a public cloud infrastructure. In this context, this thesis aims to describe security on the web application level of the online learning platform, particularly in implementing authentication and authorization to users and services located at a web server.

The goals of this thesis are the following:

1. Define a service that enables users authentication and access control in the learning platform.

2. Define a service that supports system authentication and authorization for different user roles.
3. Develop a dashboard for configuring interactive labs for users with a teacher role.

1.2 Structure

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of cloud-based interactive labs and the relevant technology used to establish authentication and authorization for the developed online learning platform. Chapter 3 presents the design and the structure of the developed online learning platform. Chapter 4 provides security considerations of services on the web server. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by providing directions feature for future work.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter overviews the relevant technology employed to establish authentication and authorization to the cloud-based interactive labs, including role-based access control and public key management. Moreover, this chapter discusses webhooks and their use for relaying information between different web services.

2.1 Online learning

The development of Information Technology (IT) is very beneficial for many aspects of human life, including in education. The latest developments in Internet technologies allow everyone to collect heterogeneous learning materials using their mobile devices, such as smartphones and laptops. Furthermore, many educational institutions have started to leverage online learning systems in addition to the traditional classroom setup, primarily for delivering learning resources [8, 25]. Such learning environments enable teachers to share study materials to distance learners, either through native desktop applications or web applications. On the other hand, students have more options to learn new knowledge from different types of online learning resources. Such a new study possibility offers students more flexibility, in terms of both time and location, to review concepts and theories outside of class, not just limited to in-class learning at school.

Many studies use terms such as e-learning, distance learning, and online learning interchangeably. As Moore et al. [38] mentioned in their research, any form of those terms has a similar objective, which is improving access to educational resources for students via the use of technology. This thesis targets online learning as a learning environment accessible by students from the Internet.
CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Online learning has actually been evolving for more than a decade, accompanied by the advancement of computer technologies. This development has provided many benefits to both teachers and learners in modern education. Van Popta et al. [46] explored the learning benefits of peer feedback in online learning. The authors showed the improvement of critical insight and reflection of students from such an activity. In fact, online peer feedback helps students find strengths and weaknesses in their homework, more than in conventional learning situations. Another research from Rebholz et al. [41] presented an online analytic tool that allows teachers to perform formative assessment of students. This assessment gives an overview of the student’s understanding and identifies their areas of misconception in a subject. For instance, the tool encourages teachers to restructure the course material for future teaching. Bruzual et al. [11] proposed a system for automating the assessment of Android exercises in a university-level course. Such an automated assessment provides insightful feedback for each exercise submission of students. As a result, the system enables students to perform independent learning of mobile application development. Many researchers from both fields of education and computer science believe in the potential of combining the two with online learning [30].

In an online learning environment, interactions between teachers and learners are not only limited to collecting assignments via online web applications and giving feedback to students after their homework submission. There is also the chance for students to interact through their browsers to perform virtual experiments. This environment requires substantially less effort to set up the laboratory compared to using a local machine [10, 39]. This type of learning environment is typically called interactive labs. Teachers establish a virtual laboratory running in a computing infrastructure, generally in public or private data centers. A web-based learning platform is publicly accessible for students to access labs with their browsers over the Internet. Web applications offer students more flexibility than native applications, as they are platform-independent [26]. In such a learning environment, teachers typically manage multiple laboratories that can be prepared as a course. Students can then follow any tutorial inside the laboratory after enrolling in a course.

Despite its benefits, this learning setup incurs in infrastructure costs. The growing number of users requires more resources to handle several services. Most educational institutions cannot afford more budget to set up and provide maintenance for the infrastructure [28]. To this end, the implementation of interactive labs demands different infrastructure solutions.
2.1.1 Cloud-based interactive labs

Another breakthrough in computer technology happened in the last decade since the emergence of cloud computing. The term cloud refers to a group of IT resources that allows users to share computing resources, either hardware or software, through an Internet connection [7]. Cloud providers in the public cloud infrastructure typically offer different delivery models such as SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). Each is referring to different layers of resources that they provide to the customers.

Customers can pick one or a combination of several models to build an application. It means that every customer can build an application without the need to handle the IT infrastructure included in each chosen service model. The public cloud also allows users to scale resources on-demand and pay only for used services [20]. Furthermore, customers do not need to pay extra cost for hardware while their services demand more computing resources. This feature is enabled by virtualization technology that allows isolation between multiple services running on top of a single machine. With those benefits, the public cloud becomes a promising solution to deploy interactive labs. In the following, the deployment of interactive labs at the public cloud is indicated as cloud-based interactive labs.

Running interactive labs on a public cloud infrastructure has some advantages. One of the most important is to relieve course administrators of any IT infrastructure maintenance, as this is taken care of by the cloud providers [50]. As a result, teachers can concentrate on the design and management of course labs. Another benefit is the increased reusability by creating an instance of a virtual laboratory. This can be achieved by replicating each instance through virtualization technology for many students, without having to prepare it from scratch every time [27].

There are typically two types of virtualization technologies employed to provide virtual environments in the cloud infrastructure, including hypervisor-based virtualization and container-based virtualization [18]. A hypervisor or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is a software running on a hardware layer of a host machine with a privilege to control underlying computing resources. Such a privilege allows the hypervisor to create multiple virtual machines (VMs) running on a single host machine by virtually sharing its resources. As a result, it provides near-complete isolation between VMs as each VM runs in an independent guest operating system (OS) even though it becomes an inefficient solution if several VMs are running with the same guest OS. On the other hand, a container provides virtualization at the operating system level. Such virtualization does not deploy multiple virtual environments
in separate OS. Thus, this type of virtualization is more lightweight than the previous virtualization technique. Each tutorial in the interactive labs usually requires different experimental requirements to accommodate a virtual laboratory [47]. A learning platform provides users with a service to deploy a virtual laboratory running in an isolated environment based on the experimental requirement.

![Diagram of Cloud-Based Interactive Labs]

Figure 2.1: The structure of cloud-based interactive labs

The structure of cloud-based interactive labs in the literature can be represented as consisting of four layers [14, 27], as shown in Figure 2.1 and explained below.

- **The User Interface Layer** provides multiple interfaces for users. This layer enables learners to access web pages of a tutorial and interact with the virtual laboratory. On the other hand, this layer also provides interfaces for course administrators to access the dashboard page of a course.

- **The Platform Management Layer** includes several services that accommodate interaction between users and virtual laboratories. One of the services can trigger the provisioning of Virtual Machines or containers to accommodate the laboratory environment for each student. Another service supports course management, such as creating new courses, uploading course content, and organizing user accounts.

- **The Cloud Service Layer** accommodates every provisioning request from the upper layer by managing virtualization on a pool of computing resources in a datacenter. Furthermore, it routes data traffics for each pair of a user interface and an isolated environment of the virtual laboratory.
- **The Physical Hardware Layer** is the foundation infrastructure that provides all the computing resources to the upper layers. Such an infrastructure typically comprises of servers, network devices, and storage devices. In a public cloud environment, the physical hardware is not a user concern.

### 2.2 Access control

Access control is a security mechanism that regulates access of authenticated users to resources in a system. Such a mechanism grants or rejects a request to access resources, depending on the user’s rights [44]. In the context of computer security, access control constrains the operations of both users and programs executing on behalf of the users. A suitable implementation of access control prevents any activity that could breach a security of a machine, such as a privilege escalation in a web application [52].

![Figure 2.2: The structure of access control](image)

To establish access control, different security components need to interact with each other, as shown in Figure 2.2. The *reference monitor* assesses every attempted access from authenticated users to objects in a system. Before allowing a user to access objects, the reference monitor typically checks the
user’s access rights against an authorization database. The rules governed by the security administrator is stored in the database. In addition, there is an auditing component that monitors users actions to determine possible flaws in the system as a result of unauthenticated user activity.

Harrison et al. introduce a protection model for computing systems, and it is known as the access control matrix model [24]. This model abstracts an access policy, but it is not practical to implement. In fact, the access policy would need to be stored in a single table that contains the access rights (i.e., open, read, write, close) of all users for each file in the system. Moreover, this model has a security problem that might lead to the permission escalation of users: every user who obtains write permission could modify the matrix and grant write permission to other users without any approval from system administrators. Thus, other solutions are required to implement access control policies in computing systems.

One of the initial improvements over the previous model is Discretionary Access Control (DAC). DAC is an access control model that combines users’ identity with corresponding authorization rules to determine the access right of users to the target information [44]. If the authorization rule asserts that users can access the object, then access is granted; otherwise, users do not have access permission for that object. DAC offers better solutions for granting access compared with the previous model. In fact, the owner of the object is the only entity that can determine the access rights of other users. Despite having that security property, DAC has the drawback of not imposing any restriction on the information flow in a system [36]. It allows unauthorized users to read information obtained from legitimate users without the awareness of the data owner.

Another solution from early access control models is Mandatory Access Control (MAC). MAC is an access control model that determines users’ access rights based on the classification of subjects and objects in the system [44]. A system administrator usually assigns a security level tag to each user and object in the system. The assignment of security level tags forms a hierarchical security level (i.e., top-secret, secret, confidential, unclassified). Following the same rule as in the military setting, subjects obtain permission to access objects if they satisfy a particular security level associated with the two. This security property solves the issue in the DAC model by regulating the flow of information in a system using the security level hierarchy.

According to Zhu et al. [52], some web applications have a conditional link displayed if a specific access control examination is satisfied. In a multi-user web application, such as the interactive lab platform, having this security property is beneficial to separate web pages for teachers and students. Nevertheless, both MAC and DAC have limitations which make them impractical
for a multi-user web application: MAC is too rigid as it is designed for military settings, while DAC is not a practical solution as it takes control of each asset.

2.2.1 Role-based access control

In the 1970s, the emergence of multi-user applications in computing systems leads to the new model called role-based access control (RBAC) [16, 43]. This model introduces a new notion called role as a set of permissions to access objects in a system. Instead of regulating permissions for each user, users will be assigned to roles based on their responsibilities in a system. In the case of online learning applications, there are at least two distinct roles: teachers and students for each authenticated user. Each role possesses different capabilities to access features in the learning platform. Compared with the previous two access control models, the RBAC model simplifies the management of permissions in multi-user applications.

The RBAC model offers a better alternative to manage access to resources compared to the DAC and MAC models. In the DAC model, data owners apply access rights for each user associated with their resources. Therefore, the authorization rules are directly established between users and resources. Consequently, the DAC model is not practical, especially when a user’s responsibilities change. Instead of revoking all user access rights and granting a set of new rules, the RBAC model only needs to revoke roles corresponding to the user and grant other roles. The latter solution requires less time than the DAC model for updating new permissions.

On the other hand, the MAC model is too rigid in the sense that there is only one-directional information flow in the implementation. There are two principles (read-up, write-down or read-down, write-up) that satisfy different security objectives (information integrity or information secrecy). In contrast, the RBAC model allows users to possess multiple roles that do not limit access to only one-directional flow. Moreover, new permissions can be added to roles as new resources are included. Thus, these properties give more flexibility to the access control in multi-user applications.

2.3 Public key management

Cryptography has been used in many parts of modern businesses, including maintaining the privacy of patients in hospitals [19], protecting electronic communication in the banking systems [51], and providing integrity and authenticity of customer data in financial transactions [22]. In such cases, a
Cryptographic keys can be categorized into symmetric and asymmetric. Each of these is extensively used in many services over the Internet, for instance, to improve security in cloud computing [48]. In symmetric encryption, there is only one key for encrypting and decrypting data between two systems. Typically, such a key is identified as a secret key. In contrast, asymmetric encryption uses a pair of keys: a public key generally used for encryption; and a private key for decrypting data. Figure 2.3 displays an illustration of symmetric and asymmetric encryptions. The generation of a key pair in the asymmetric encryption leverages cryptographic algorithms (e.g., RSA, DSA, and ECDSA) that rely on mathematical problems (e.g., factoring, discrete logarithm, and elliptic curve). Such a mechanism allows users who possess
the private key to prove the relationship with a public key but not vice versa. This security property of asymmetric encryption usually used to prove the authenticity of the user’s identity without actually showing classical credentials (i.e., combining username and password). Algorithms for asymmetric encryption require more processing power for generating keys than those for symmetric encryption [12]. However, the public part of the asymmetric key allows the key exchange to occur in an insecure channel. As a result, there are many security protocols rely on the security property of asymmetric key.

Secure Shell (SSH) is a protocol that provides users secure access to remote systems over an insecure network. Public-key authentication is one of the authentication methods used in the SSH authentication protocol to authenticate a user who initiates remote access to a server using SSH [49]. The client generates a key pair based on a specific cryptographic algorithm using an SSH command-line tool. Then, the client copies the generated public key to many servers and usually stores it in the authorized_keys file of each server to consider the key trustworthy. In contrast, the private key remains in the client site as proof of the client’s identity.

The public-key authentication process of SSH starts when a server receives

Figure 2.4: Generating (a) challenge and (b) key response in public-key authentication
a request for access from a client. The client prepares a username and set up a key session inside the request. The server utilizes the username to locate the client’s public key to create a challenge. The creation of the challenge includes a random number generation and encryption of the random number using the client’s public key, as shown in Figure 2.4(a). In this case, only an authentic client who holds the corresponding private key can decrypt the server’s challenge and obtain the random number. Then, the client computes a key response as a proof of holding private key by performing a hash function to the random number and SSH session ID, as shown in Figure 2.4(b). After the client sends the key response to the server, then the server computes the random number and SSH session ID with the same hash function and compares the hashed result with the key response received from the client. If both values are the same, then the request for access from the client is granted.

Additional security should take place to store the private key in the public-key authentication process of SSH. After the key generation process using a particular cryptographic algorithm, the private key is usually stored in \texttt{.ssh} directory of a user’s home directory. The filename of each private key depends on the type of the cryptographic algorithm to generate the key pair (e.g., \texttt{.ssh/id_rsa}, \texttt{.ssh/id_ed25519}). To add an extra layer of security, a user uses a passphrase to decrypt the private key when logging in to the remote system through SSH. The implementation of public-key authentication in automated processes (e.g., automated deployment from Git) requires a system to handle multiple key pairs, and no available user is typing the passphrase. Consequently, the passphrase would have to be stored in another place or hard-coded the passphrase in a script [3], and it is not a practical solution. One feasible approach is to specify each private key directly in each authentication of automated processes though it reduces the security of the private key.

2.4 Webhooks

In the early stage of web development, web applications consist of static elements that fit into a single page. All interactions between clients and servers were limited: clients initiated all the requests, and servers sent a response with static files. The next stage begins with the implementation of Ajax in web applications that allows each component of the web application to interact with the server without reloading an entire web page. The recent development of the server handles not only static pages but also different types of web services (e.g., check balance, add pictures to social media).
Web applications of the client side obtain access for resources of each web service located on the server, usually through REST API.

A webhooks is a method designed to relay information between two web applications to enable a real-time interaction [33]. In the traditional approach based on REST APIs, an application needs to poll information from another web application frequently [29]. In contrast, webhooks offer a different method by sending information immediately, as an event occurs, in the form of a push-like notification. This solution is best suited for applications that rely on asynchronous events, such as pushing an update code to a repository or adding comments to a blog post [34]. Figure 2.5 displays the different implementation of pooling and webhooks in updating web contents.

![Figure 2.5: Comparison of polling and webhooks](image)

Sending a notification for every occurrence of an event instead of polling makes webhook a less resource-intensive option in fetching information. This property also allows developers to build a web application with an event-driven architecture [40]. One of the main benefits is that two systems can
be decoupled while still being able to communicate, resulting in improved scalability and fault-tolerance. Moreover, this approach allows an event on one site to invoke actions on another site. The actions could be anything, for instance, starting the deployment process in continuous deployment or triggering an update of course contents as used in this thesis.

Typically, there are two elements involved in the webhook functionality: the receiver system and the sender system. The receiver system is responsible for providing a public endpoint that is used by the sender system as the destination for sending a notification. Moreover, the receiver system developer also provides a callback function associated with the public endpoint for responding to incoming requests from the sender system. On the other hand, the sender system prepares a service that will send a notification once a relevant event occurs on this site. Usually, the sender system makes an HTTP POST request to the URL endpoint configured for webhooks. It shows from the Figure 2.5, the web server operated as the receiver system and the Git server served as the sender system. Since the webhooks uses HTTP, other web services do not need different infrastructure to integrate a webhook [34].

From the fact that the implementation of webhooks requires the receiver system to expose a public endpoint, it allows many foreign entities to access a service behind this public link. This condition has opened vulnerabilities because any foreign services which have the URL of the webhook can send malicious information by impersonating a valid event. To protect the service from such a threat, webhooks has security mechanisms for the receiver system to validate the authenticity of the sender system. Some examples of the security mechanism employed by the webhook validation include [32]:

- Storing a whitelist of IP Address for known machines. This approach allows the receiver to reject each incoming HTTP request with IP address that is not registered in the authenticated IP list.

- Using HMAC [31] signature to validate each incoming HTTP Post request to the receiver. The receiver system generates a signature following the same steps as the sender system. Then, the receiver compares the generated signature with the received HMAC before handling the incoming HTTP request from legitimate machines to the callback function.

- Employing mutual TLS [5] authentication to authenticate each sender system. The receiver system verifies the sender machine’s certificate when establishing an HTTP connection in the first place.
Chapter 3

Online platform for interactive tutorials

The goal of the thesis is to build a web-based interactive labs in the public cloud infrastructure. For this purpose, an online learning platform was designed to enable students to access the web page of a course, interact with the virtual laboratory, and provide an interface for course administrators to access the dashboard page.

This chapter outlines the system requirement and discusses the system architecture of the online learning platform.

3.1 Overview

The learning process of students usually includes two major approaches: theoretical lectures and practical work. The majority of educational fields deliver study materials in theoretical lectures that typically occur in face-to-face classes. Unfortunately, students from the field of science and technology do not obtain the full potential of learning experiences with such a learning system. In fact, an approach in practical works represents a crucial aspect of learning for students in science and technology, including engineering [15]. Such a study situation enables students to take an active role by working on hands-on exercises. Consequently, this type of practice helps students to improve their problem-solving skills [27]. Such a practice is beneficial for students in computer science too, as many new technologies are arising each year, and it would be challenging for students to keep their knowledge update if not supported by appealing labs.

The field of computer science has a wide area of study topics with different rates of technology updates. It is difficult for some educational institutions
to provide up-to-date experiments if not sustained with an adequate study environment [21, 47]. Interactive labs are best suited for accommodating such experiments for students in computer science. The integration of interactive labs and the underlying public cloud technologies enables students to access different types of computer-related experiments in isolated environments. To this end, an online learning platform is built to accommodate such an integration.

In the following, we discuss the primary components and features that follow to establish the online learning platform. The security considerations of the web application are detailed in Chapter 4.

A web server is the first component that provides an interface for both teachers and students to access the online learning platform. The user interface is built as a web application available to both users through their browsers as it provides flexible access in different types of mobile devices. The learning platform needs an authentication mechanism and access control to manage access rights for each user. Such a mechanism enables each authenticated user to have different sets of privileges when accessing the learning platform.

In our implementation, two user roles are supported: teacher and student. Users with a teacher privilege require to have a teacher dashboard for maintaining their courses. Using the dashboard, teachers can add a new course, update contents of a course, and manage student enrollment. On the other hand, users with a student privilege need a right to enroll in multiple available courses. Moreover, the interaction between students and each isolated virtual laboratory should be hosted by the learning platform. Thus, the learning platform provides students with different front-end types, primarily for accommodating such an interaction. This component also supports students with service to initiate a provisioning process of the virtual laboratory handled by the container orchestration component.

A virtual laboratory is the second component that provides an environment for students to do an experiment. Each virtual laboratory hosts an experiment that typically has particular experimental requirements. Therefore, we provide a specific set of experimental tools and supporting software for students based on the experiment’s requirement every time they start a virtual laboratory. Moreover, each student needs to verify their progress when experimenting in a lab. For this purpose, we provide students with an automatic grading feature, primarily for verifying student completion of labs.

A container orchestrator is the third component that manages cloud resources leveraged by users in virtual laboratories. This component is responsible for providing an isolated environment using virtualization technol-
ogy (i.e., container) when students start a virtual laboratory from the web server. In addition, this component also orchestrates each virtual laboratory in the public cloud infrastructure to maintain the security of the cluster.

3.2 System architecture

![System architecture diagram](image)

The online learning platform developed in this thesis is referred to as OnPIT (Online Platform for Interactive Tutorials). Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of OnPIT that consists of 5 components:

1. **Web Browser.** This component displays an interface that users can use to interact with OnPIT.

2. **Web Server.** This is a place that handles each interaction of users and OnPIT. The web server is implemented with the Django framework. A PostgreSQL database integrated with the web server to store data related to users and courses. Both the web server and the database deployed as separate containers based on Docker.
3. **Virtual Laboratory.** This component provides an environment for students to perform each experiment of a laboratory. Each virtual laboratory run as separate containers based on Docker.

4. **Public Git Server.** This is a component that is used to store contents of a course.

5. **Kubernetes Cluster.** This component is responsible for provisioning each container in the cluster and orchestrating each container to maintain resources and the security of the cluster. We utilize Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) that provides us with an environment for managing containerized applications using Google infrastructure.

![Diagram of course structure](image)

**Figure 3.2: The structure of a course**

We present the structure of a course in OnPIT, as shown in Figure 3.2. Each course consists of different type of labs which represent an individual virtual laboratory running in a container. Each lab includes a list of tasks that are provided to students when starting an experiment. The tools and supporting software of a lab are installed during the deployment step of the container.

Each role (i.e., teacher and student) has different privileges while accessing OnPIT. Generally, it can be represented in two different channels. Each channel consists of several services that reside in different components of OnPIT and establish a connection of different services to accommodate the privileges of each user.

Figure 3.3 shows a channel that is provided to accommodate the teacher role. Generally, the interaction between services in this channel leverages
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Secure Shell. Furthermore, there is only one type of front-end that is used by teachers to interact with the learning platform through the browser. As a teacher, three main privileges are available on this channel; the description of each privilege is provided below.

- **Adding a new course.** This privilege enables teachers to add a new course under their name. Teachers start the process by accessing the dashboard through their browser. In this step, teachers need to provide their credentials to the authentication system before getting permission to access other services. Once they pass that step, teachers can access a course service that is resided in the web server. In the implementation, the communication between the browser and the web server occurred over HTTP. The course service provides teachers with a course registration page that teachers can use to provide a Git repository Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the new course. Finally, the web server clones the course contents from the remote repository designated by the repository URL using the SSH protocol, and the course service stores metadata of the course to the database.

- **Updating contents of a course.** This privilege allows teachers to renew contents of a course that belongs to them. The implementation of this privilege relates to the course registration step in the first privilege. In the registration step of a course, teachers need to configure the repository of the new course with the webhook details (e.g., a URL and a secret). Once the previous step has been performed, the course service receives a notification every time teachers push an update to the course repository at the Git server. The notification contains information related to an event in the remote repository that triggers the webhooks. The course service uses the event’s information to request the web server copy the latest course contents from the remote repository using
the SSH protocol. Then, the course service updates metadata of the course in the database.

- **Managing student enrollment.** This privilege authorizes teachers to select a group of students who can access their course. As with the first privilege, teachers need to authenticate their identity before obtaining access to the user service located on the web server. The communication between the browser and the web server occurred in HTTP. The user service provides teachers with a web page to enroll students for each of their courses and then store each student’s information to the database.

![Figure 3.4: Channel for students](image)

Figure 3.4 presents a channel that is implemented to support the student role. Typically, the interaction between services in this channel leverages three types of Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) protocols, including HTTP, WebSocket, and SSH. In contrast with the previous channel, two types of front-ends are available for students to interact with the learning platform, including a course dashboard and a terminal. As a student, the front-end accommodates only one privilege; the description of the privilege is provided below.

- **Access to a virtual laboratory.** This privilege enables students to initiate a virtual laboratory and interact with the experiment in it. In the first place, students need to prove their identity by providing their credentials before gaining permission to access the course service in the web server. There are two types of front-ends which are accessible for students from their browser to the web server. The first one is the course dashboard that students can use to select all available labs from an enrolled course and read instructions from a given task. The communication between the browser and the web server for this type of front-end occurs over HTTP. The other one is the front-end terminal
that students can use to interact with the virtual laboratory. To establish such an experiment, the learning platform provides students with experimental tools, a grading system, and a Unix shell in the virtual laboratory. The Unix shell provides students with an interface to interact with the virtual laboratory using the terminal. To accommodate such an interaction, the SSH protocol is used between the web server and the virtual laboratory running in a container. Then, the bidirectional capability between the browser and the web server is achieved through the implementation of the WebSocket protocol.
Chapter 4

Authentication and authorization in OnPIT

This chapter discusses security considerations in the design and implementation of services located on the OnPIT web server. First, we present the user service design and the implementation of user authentication and access control in the learning platform. Then, we discuss the course service design and the implementation of system authentication and authorization to add new courses and update course contents.

4.1 User service

The user service allows users to authenticate their identity and get privileges to access resources in the online learning platform. We leverage two types of user authentication schemes: Django built-in authentication [4] and OpenID Connect [42]. Moreover, we also provide access control for each authenticated user. The following two sections discuss the design and the implementation of user authentication and access control in the online learning platform.

4.1.1 User authentication

The web application requires all users to prove their identity in advance to access the learning platform. As mentioned earlier, we provide two schemes to authenticate users in the online learning platform. Each user authentication scheme facilitates the learning platform to obtain attributes of logged-in users: name and email address. The learning platform provides those attributes to support teachers in the student enrollment process. The first option of user authentication uses a built-in authentication from Django.
Before getting access to the learning platform, each user should provide their personal information (e.g., full name, email address), username, and credentials in the web application’s signup page – the web application stores those information to the local database. Once the sign up is complete, each user can use their username and credentials to validate their identity before accessing the learning platform. The second option utilizes OpenID Connect to perform user authentication on top of OAuth 2.0 [23]. We integrate the login page of the web application with the OpenID Connect service provided by the university. Such integration allows all users who have an active email account from the university to get direct validation into the learning platform. On the other hand, such integration enables the learning platform to obtain the attributes of each logged-in user directly from the university database.

### 4.1.2 User authorization

Once users prove their identity, each of them obtains different access rights to resources in the learning platform. In the current implementation, resources that are related to teacher privileges require limited access from authenticated users. Such privileges include adding new courses and managing the content of each course. To accommodate such privileges, we provide standard role-based access control (RBAC) to control each authenticated user’s access rights. In standard RBAC, each user directly bounds to each one of the user roles.

In our implementation of RBAC, there are two roles available for each authenticated user: teacher and student. After login for the first time, all authenticated user obtains a student role before granted with a teacher role. Each user role represents different access rights to resources in the learning platform. The current implementation of access control using standard RBAC allows the system administrator of the learning platform to grant each user a role based on user status.

### 4.2 Course service

The course service provides teachers with an interface to register new courses and set up an environment to automate course updates. Two services are required to establish such features: a course service and a public Git service. Such a connection form a service-to-service communication, which takes no human intervention during the communication process. Nevertheless, such communication requires security considerations to maintain assurance in the communication of two services, as we can find in the communication of users.
and web applications. Therefore, different approaches need to take place to provide authentication and authorization between two services. The following two sections discuss security aspects in the registration of courses and course updates.

4.2.1 Adding new courses

All users who are assigned a teacher role have a privilege to add multiple courses under their identity. Contents of each course are stored in a Git repository at a public Git service. The course service provides teachers with a dashboard where teachers can use to register a new course to the learning platform. The registration process takes place in the web server and requires teachers to provide a Git repository URL of the new course. Once teachers provide such information to the dashboard, the course service requests the web server to clone the repository of the new course designated by the Git repository URL to a local directory of the web server.

After teachers give the Git repository URL to the course service, the course service requests the web server to copy a repository located in the public Git service. In this phase, the web server operates on behalf of the user who initiated the registration process. There is no human intervention that checks the protection during the communication of both services. Therefore, we provide two security properties to maintain the assurance in the communication of the course service located in the web server and the public Git service, namely: an authentication and an authorization. The authentication guarantees that the public Git service communicates with an authentic web server. Such authorization allows the web server to access the repository in a public Git service on behalf of the repository owner.

In the implementation, teachers need the course contents in the public Git service not to be publicly accessible by everyone, particularly students. A private Git repository is best suited for this case as it provides a security mechanism that limits unauthorized users to get access to contents inside the repository. The repository owner should give access rights first to other users and systems before they can access the private repository of the owner. Public Git services, such as GitHub and GitLab, provide users with different forms of authentication, such as password, personal access tokens, and SSH keys [1]. The repository owner can utilize each type of authentication to give access rights to other users.

There are three security requirements in the design of adding new courses:

- First, the authentication method should allow the repository owner to grant limited access rights to avoid other users getting more access
rights more than needed.

- Second, the scope of access rights should be limited to a particular repository to avoid authenticated users getting access to unrelated content in another private repository.

- Third, the secret for authentication purposes should be kept secret to reduce the chance of being exposed by unauthorized users.

All users use password-based authentication when accessing their Git account from browsers. Such authentication requires users to provide their username and password for proving their identity before getting access to their Git account. This type of authentication usually gives users account-level access, which means each authenticated user obtains full access rights to all repositories in a single Git account. The same authentication method can be implemented to give access rights of a Git account to a web server. The web server sends an access request with the credential over the Internet to interact with the public Git service using a Git Application Programming Interface (API).

A personal access token is an alternative method for validating a user’s identity when accessing the Git account. Instead of giving the password, an access token and an associated username are presented to the Git service over the Internet. The access token provides better security property in terms of giving access rights to other users than the password. In fact, it allows the repository owner to create multiple access tokens and manage different scopes of access for each token, such as read or write access. It also means that the repository owner can assign different access rights to each authenticated user. On the other hand, each authenticated user holds specific access rights that apply to all repositories in the Git account. Moreover, the repository owner can revoke access rights for a specific user at any time without affecting the permissions of other users.

SSH key authentication does not require an access token and a password to authenticate users when accessing their Git account. Such authentication leverages a pair of cryptographic keys (i.e., a public key and a private key) to replace security credentials as in password-based or token-based authentication. The pair of keys is generated explicitly for an individual user employing mathematical algorithms. As a result, the private key can relate a public key to a particular user, but it does not work the other way. This security property allows users to prove their identity without supplying their security credentials to the public Git service. Such an authentication method can be implemented as public-key encryption [17] is performed for authenticating users using cryptographic keys. Moreover, the repository owner can
give access rights to a web server without giving the security credential. SSH key authentication is considerably more secure in authenticating a web server when accessing a public Git service. The web server does not need to reveal the private key over the network every time it interacts with the Git service.

Each authentication method has different security risks that are not directly suitable for the implementation of adding new courses. Password-based authentication does not require users to generate cryptographic keys, so it makes the configuration process is easier than using SSH keys. Token-based authentication has a similar configuration process as the password-based option. However, it has more security benefits than the password-based method as it allows the repository owner to provide different access rights for each authenticated user. This security property of the access token applies the least privilege concept [45], namely, limiting the access rights of authenticated users to the minimum privileges they need to perform any actions. Consequently, in the implementation of adding new courses, the web server obtains minimum access rights to merely copy course contents from a Git repository without getting access to modify course content in the repository.

Nevertheless, token-based authentication grants access rights for all repositories in a Git account, including private repositories and public repositories. This property results in a vulnerability: if a malicious user manages to obtain the access token, then it obtains access to all repositories in a Git account. On the other hand, the implementation of adding new courses requires the web server to get access merely to private repositories that store course contents. Furthermore, additional security should be provided in the communication channel to secure the token, because the web server sends the token in every request to the public Git service. Even though token-based authentication allows the course owner to limit access rights granted to other users, but it is not a feasible solution to authenticate the web server.

In a public Git service such as GitHub, there is a feature to grant access to a server for deploying projects from only a single repository using an SSH key, which is called deploy keys [2]. By default, this feature limits the server to get read-only access to the repository. Moreover, the configuration process of this feature requires the repository owner to attach only the public key to the repository, which means retaining the private key still in the server. The implementation of deploy keys for each repository limits access of authenticated users to a particular repository. In addition, granting read-only access provides additional security for the course repository by limiting the access rights for each authenticated user to a minimum privilege. Furthermore, the implementation of public-key encryption in SSH authentication does not require to transfer the private key. In conclusion, the SSH key’s implementation using deploy keys has adequate security properties to accommodate the
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We developed a dashboard that allows teachers to register new courses based on the security considerations mentioned before. Figure 4.1 shows the process of adding new courses. First, teachers provide the Git repository URL of the new course to the web server through the dashboard. Second, teachers can request the web server to generate a pair of keys using the dashboard. Then, teachers collect the value of the public key displayed on the dashboard, while the private key is still stored in a local directory of the...
Finally, once teachers store the value of the public key to the deploy keys setting of the course repository, teachers can request the web server to send a clone request to the public Git service via the dashboard.

The authentication process of both servers can be seen in Figure 4.2. The web server sends a clone request which contains the target repository URL and the authentication method for this request. The public Git service receives the target repository URL and creates a challenge based on the requested authentication method. In the case of SSH key authentication, the Git service constructs a challenge based on the public key configured earlier in the deploy keys setting of the target repository. Then, the Git service sends the challenge to the web server. The web server receives the challenge and constructs a key response based on the private key corresponding to the public key that constructed the challenge. Then, the web server sends the key response to the public Git service. Once the Git service receives the key response, it validates the received key response before sending a Git response back to the web server for the initial Git clone request. The creation of the challenge and the key response in SSH authentication was detailed in Section 2.4.

![Figure 4.2: Authentication process in adding new courses](image)

4.2.2 Updating course contents

In addition to registering multiple courses, each user who is assigned a teacher role has a privilege to update the contents of each course that is associated to their identity. To limit the number of access to the web server, teachers
should not send the update directly to the web server. Instead, teachers provide new content to the repository of the course in the public Git service. By default, the web server does not get any information related to the update that occurred in the public Git service. The web server requires a notification sent from the Git service every time there is an updated content that occurred on this site. The notification is used to trigger the web server to copy the latest course's content from the public Git service. To bridge the gap of information between the web server and the public Git service, we implemented webhooks for updating the course content.

The implementation of webhooks requires us to provide a public URL endpoint on the web server. The public Git service sends a notification using an HTTP POST request to the public URL. Then, a webhook handler is prepared on the web server to send a response for each incoming request that is received on the public URL. The public URL is supposed to receive only the HTTP POST request from a legitimate public Git service. Nevertheless, since the URL is public, every internet service could send an HTTP request to this URL. Therefore, an authentication mechanism is required to limit the number of access that the webhooks handler should manage.

In a public Git service such as GitHub, each repository allows the repository owner to add a secret when configuring webhooks. The public Git service employs the secret to create an HMAC signature that is sent concurrently with the notification to the web server. The web server uses the HMAC signature to validate each incoming HTTP request before handling the request to the webhooks handler. As a result, the combination of the HMAC signature and the notification allows the web server to authenticate each HTTP request originating from the legitimate Git service.

The configuration process of webhooks in a repository requires the repository owner to provide a public URL endpoint, a secret, and specify events that trigger webhooks. Figure 4.3 displays the process of updating course contents. The dashboard that is used by teachers to register a new course has been designed to provide such information for the public URL endpoint and the secret. In the case of update course contents, the repository owner could only specify a push event. Once the configuration is complete, every time teachers push an update to the course repository in the public Git service, a notification and an HMAC signature are sent to the public URL endpoint on the web server.

The process of updating course contents using webhooks is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The update of a course starts once a push event occurred in the public Git service. Then, the Git service creates an HTTP POST request which contains relevant information such as an HMAC signature, a hash method to generate the signature, a type of an event, and a notification.
The first three components are stored in the HTTP POST header while the notification is stored in the HTTP POST body. The notification consists of information about the repository (e.g., repository name, branch, repository URL) where the specified event has been occurred in the public Git service. Then, the public Git service sends the HTTP POST request to the public URL on the web server. The web server receives the request and authenticates the source of the HTTP request by performing a signature check. The signature check starts by performing the same steps to generate the HMAC signature and comparing the value of the generated signature with the received HMAC signature from the incoming HTTP request. If both signatures have the same value, then the webhooks handler sends a Git request to the
public Git service to update the course contents. The subsequent Git request follows the same authentication process as in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.4: Updating course contents using webhooks
Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, we developed an online learning platform to provides teachers and students with an interface to interact with online labs in a public cloud infrastructure. The online learning platform consists of components that run as separate containers inside a Kubernetes cluster, including a web server, a database, and a group of virtual laboratories. Another component is a public Git service that mainly stores the contents of each course.

We developed the web server using the Django web framework. It consists of two services that implement authentication and authorization to the online learning platform, including a user service and a course service. The user service supports the learning platform to authenticate users using two schemes, either through Django built-in authentication or OpenID Connect. Both schemes provide each logged-in user with a role representing a set of access rights of each user in the online learning platform. Two roles are supported: teacher and student. Moreover, the user service provides each user with role-based access control to apply access rights in the learning platform.

The course service provides the learning platform with system authentication and authorization, primarily in accommodating teacher privileges. Users with teacher privileges can register multiple courses and update the contents of each course that is registered under their identity. In adding new courses, we use SSH keys in authenticating the web server to the public Git service. In addition, deploy keys based on SSH keys enable provision in the minimum access rights to the web server for cloning the Git repository of a new course. In updating course contents, webhooks enable content synchronization by sending a notification from the Git service to the web server every time teachers push an update. The web server generates an HMAC signature based on the webhooks secret to authenticate each incoming request from the Git service. A dashboard is implemented to provide teachers with an interface to configure courses.
5.1 Future work

Some future works:

- Add learning analytics features to the teacher dashboard.
- Study other alternatives of key storage for SSH keys.
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